SS-N-33 [3M22 Zircon]

**Guided Weapon**

Type: Guided Weapon  
Weight: 3500.0 kg  
Length: 9.0 m  
Span: 1.5 m  
Length: 9.0 m  
Diameter: 0.8  
Generation: None

Properties: Home On Jam (HOJ), Search Pattern, Bearing-Only Launch (BOL), Weapon - INS w/ GPS Navigation, Re-Attack Capability, Level Cruise Flight  
Targets: Surface Vessel, Land Structure - Soft, Land Structure - Hardened, Runway

**Sensors / EW:**
- Active Radar Seeker - (ASM LR, Kh-32) Radar, Weapon Seeker, Active Radar, Max range: 148.2 km  
- Passive Radar Seeker - (AS-21, SS-N-26) ESM, Weapon Seeker, Anti-Radiation, Max range: 18.5 km

**Weapons / Loadouts:**